















??? ?????? ??: 1? 13?? 1? 28? (???)
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??? ??: 1? 21?–1? 26? (??)
International Space Weather Winter School iSWWS-2013???
??? ????? ??: 2? 10?–2? 20? (??? )
Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune University?
?? ?????: Dr. Tripathi
??? ??: 2? 3?–2? 9? Cancun(????)
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE UNIVERSE IV: From Laboratory and Stars
to Primordial Structures???
?Andrew Hillier: 4? 2?–5? ??? (???)
Workshop at the International Space Science Institute (ISSI)???
??? ??: 5? 8?–11? ???? (??)
????????????KASI???
??? ??: 5? 20?–26? (????)
??????????Seismology of Stellar Coronal Flares
(?????????????)????
??? ??: 5? 26?–31? ??? (??)
10th Paciﬁc Rim Conference on Stellar Astrophysics???
??? ??: 6? 9?–14? ?? (????)
IAU Symp. No.300 ”The Nature of Prominences
and Their Role in Space Weather”???
?Andrew Hillier: 6? 10?–16? ?? (????)
IAU Symp. No.300 ”The Nature of Prominences
and Their Role in Space Weather”???
??? ??: 6? 14?–19? ??? (?????? )
5th Space Climate Symposium???
?Andrew Hillier: 6? 17?–21? ???????? (????)
Northumbria???????????
??? ??: 6? 17?–7? 17????? (????)
Instituto de Astroﬁsica de Andalucia??? ?
???????: Dr. Luis Ramon Bellot Rubio
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??? ??: 6? 22?–27? ??? (????)
?????????????????
??? ??: 6? 22?–29??????? (???????)
2013 AOGS (Asia Oceania Geoscience Symposium)???
??? ??: 6? 30?–9? 1? ?????????? (????)
High Altitude Observatory???
?????: Dr. Yuhong Fan
?????:????????????????
??? ??: 7? 21?–23? ???? (??)
ISSS-11 (The 11th International School/Symposium for Space Simulations)?
??
??? ??: 7? 21?–28? ???? (??)
ISSS-11 (The 11th International School/Symposium for Space Simulations)?
??
??? ?: 7? 22?–7? 28? (??)
KASI???????????????????????????
??? ??: 8? 4?–8? 11? (??)
?????????????
??? ???? ????? ?: 9? 8?–9? 14? ?? (??)
Solar Polarization Workshop 7???
??? ??: 10? 23?–27? Hangzhou(??)
The 2nd Asian-Paciﬁc Solar Physics Meeting???
??? ??: 10? 27?–10? 31? ?? (??)
The Helicity Thinkshop??????
??? ??: 11? 20?–24? ?????? (???)
Swiss-Kyoto Symposium 2013???




1. ? 6? ?????????????????????????????? 4?
2? 2?–3? (????)
2. ?????????????????????????????????????
2? 20?–22? (????)
??? (???)
3. ? 2???????????????
3? 3?–4? (?????????????)
??? (????)
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